UNLOCK X-SERIES & 6TH GEN INTEL CORE™ PLATFORMS WITH INTEL® SOLID STATE DRIVE 750 SERIES

INTEL® SSD 750 SERIES
PCI EXPRESS® GEN 3 X4
400 GB  800 GB  1.2TB

NVMe™
Industry leading storage interface

PLUG.
Full performance on X99 and Z170 Platforms

PLAY.
4K Content Creation and Editing

PERFORM.
13X Faster Performance vs. HDDs and 4x faster vs. SATA SSDs²

Intel® 100 Series Chipset¹ provides RAID support for even better performance

HD Gaming & Video Playback

1/2 Latency vs. SATA³
1. Measured by Intel. Test and System Configuration: Motherboard: GIGABYTE Z170X-UD3, Microsoft Windows 10 Build 10130, Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-6500 CPU @ 3.20GHz, EVGA e-GeForce GTX 980, 32 GB DDR4 DRAM


*Names may be claimed as the property of others